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SUBJECT: ANDERSON ALLEGES CIA INFLUENCE IN PALACE GUARD

1. FOLLOWING IS COMPLETE TEXT FEB 26 JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON POST COLUMN TITLED "CIA AGENTS TRAINED PALACE
GUARDS":

IT CAN NOW BE REVEALED THAT CIA AGENTS HAVE TRAINED THE
ELITE UNITS THAT GUARD FAVORED FOREIGN MONARCHS, PREMIERS
AND DICTATORS.

THIS HAS GIVEN THE CIA CONTACTS CLOSE TO THE SEAT OF POWER,
ACCORDING TO OUR SOURCES, IN SUCH COUNTRIES AS ETHIOPIA,
INDONESIA, JORDAN, LAOS, SOMALIA, SOUTH KOREA, SOUTH VIETNAM
AND THAILAND.

THE CIA HAS BEEN TRAINING PALACE GUARDS FOR MORE THAN TWO
DECADES. IN THE PROCESS, THE AGENCY HAS QUIETLY DEVELOPED
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SOME BODY GUARDS INTO INFORMANTS AND USED OTHERS TO
INFLUENCE PALACE POLICY-MAKING.

THAILAND IS TYPICAL. THE CRACK, 60-MAN PROTECTIVE FORCE, WHICH GUARDS KING BHUMIBOL ADULYADEJ AND QUEEN SIRIKIT, IS DIRECTED BY A TRUSTED CIA TRAINEE. HE IS LT. GEN. VITOON YASAWAD, WHO ALSO LED THE CIA'S THAI IRREGULARS IN LAOS UNTIL THE 1973 CEASE-FIRE.

"WHOEVER CONTROLS THE PALACE GUARD IN THAILAND, CONTROLS THE CROWN," ONE ASIA-WISE, EX-CIA OPERATIVE TOLD US. HE CLAIMED THE CIA HAS RUN THE PALACE GUARD IN BANGKOK SINCE THE 1950S.

ONCE, HIGH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ESCAPED FROM ONE OF THAILAND'S PERIODIC COUPS AND SOUGHT SANCTUARY IN THE BASEMENT OF A CIA AGENT, OUR SOURCES RECALL.

FLETCHER PROUTY, A FORMER AIR FORCE OFFICER WHO HAD BEEN ATTACHED TO THE CIA, DESCRIBED HOW THE CIA SAVED FORMER PRIME MINISTER SIRIT THANARAT IN AN EVEN MORE DASHING EXPLOIT. THE PRIME MINISTER WAS RECUPERATING IN A TOKYO HOSPITAL, PROUTY TOLD US, WHEN A COUP BEGAN TO DEVELOP BACK IN BANGKOK.

THE CIA RUSHED THE AILING FIELD MARSHAL HOME IN A U.S. MILITARY PLANE, AND THE CIA-TRAINED BODYGUARDS RESPONDED WITH SUCH A BRISTLING DISPLAY OF EFFICIENCY THAT THE COUP WAS AVERTED.

YASAWAD'S PRESENT PROTECTIVE FORCE IS ARMED WITH THAI-MADE, GERMAN-DESIGNED, RAPID-FIRE RIFLES AND IS SKILLED AT HANDLING EXPLOSIVES.

YASAWAD HAS ACKNOWLEDGED ONLY THE EXISTENCE OF HIS SPECIAL, 60-MAN PROTECTIVE FORCE, WHICH IS CALLED SWATS FOR SPECIAL WEAPONS AND TACTICS. HE HAS DENIED ANY CIA CONNECTION WITH HIS ELITE UNIT. END TEXT
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